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When Mercedes-Benz introduced the current E-class cars for the model year, its major launch
motif was the unusual headlamp treatment. You know, the two pairs of unequal-size discs?
Well, with the new C-class cars, those headlights have morphed into two irregular guitar-body
shapes. And these artful new asymmetrical forms perfectly suited the latest C-class's launch
venue earlier this summer in Frankfurt, Germany, at the Schirn Kunst-halle art gallery , where a
retrospective exhibition of the surreal works of Man Ray was being held. In truth, the headlamp
shapes are the only surreal aspect of the new line. The new C-class cars are, in every other way,
a literal realization of the company's present power and sophistication. Karen Makris, U. Think
of the new C-class as the result of a liaison between an S-class and an E-class, and nobody will
dispute the parentage. Check out the C-pillar swoop, and you'll probably agree there's even a bit
of the CLK in there. All of which is good. Particularly as the new range has the voguish
distinction it needs to assume the huge financial responsibilities of the old C-class 35 percent
of Mercedes-Benz's global car sales and tackle the growing, ,unit entry-level luxury-car market
in the U. To avoid delivery delays to new customers, the C-class cars will be built in two
separate plants in Germany Sindelfingen and Bremen , with all right-hand-drive markets
supplied by an assembly plant in East London, South Africa. When the new cars reach our
shores this fall, we'll have a choice of two models, both powered by V-6s. The base model is the
C, which has a 2. That'll be the first stick-shift Mercedes sedan to appear in this market in a very
long time. The flagship C is powered by the now familiar 3. Both engines use twin-spark
three-valve technology, where a single exhaust valve and double-wall exhaust manifolds reduce
emissions by raising exhaust-port temperatures and burning most remnants of the combustion
process before they reach the catalyst. The catalysts also get hotter sooner after a cold startup,
which also reduces emissions. We're pleased to see a V-6 engine supplanting the
super-charged in-line four in our market's new C-class base model, but we found it slightly
lacking in low-rev torque, particularly in contrast with the 3. The C is a turbocharged 2. After
driving it, so do we. The svelte new body shell is similar to the old car's in dimensions 0. Its
makers also boast of a class-leading 0. It also embodies no pun intended Mercedes-Benz's
latest impact-absorbing technologies. In addition to extensive passenger compartment
shielding, there are poly-propylene impact absorbers ahead of the front bumper to absorb
low-speed up to 2. Front and rear cross-members have replaceable "crash boxes" to absorb
sufficient energy in low-speed collisions so the side members behind them are not damaged.
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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. A pretty good experience,
a straight up kinda guy. Yes, I would recommend Upcountry Motors to anyone who's looking to
buy a car. Unique made my buying experience easy. The owner was friendly and
accommodating. The vehicles on the lot sell themselves. I took the vehicle to an outside
mechanic to confirm the condition. They thought overall that it was outstanding. I would
recommend unique auto sales. Excellent, I asked them to take a picture of the engine bay and
the next day it not only was posted on the website, they sent me an email of the engine bay. I
am very impressed. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Loved the body style.
Other perks where Powered fold out mirrors. Rear window privacy curtain. Review back up
camera. I never saw the car in person; my opinion is from photos and discussions with the
seller. I had either never seen or never payed attention to the c-class, so this was an
enlightening and educational observation. Great looking car, and seems to have quality
features. Read more. It has many features. It is a great value, as it has low miles and its clean. I
compared it to Fiat, Toyota, and others. I got a great deal!!! Why Use CarGurus? Mercedes
engineers have masterfully distilled the lauded S-Class essence into a more affordable,
compact sedan with the latest C-Class line. It may be smaller, less powerful, and less damaging
to your checking account than the S, but it feels every bit as premium that the Tri-Star-adorned
flagship. One would expect this marketing-friendly figure to be affixed to a stripped-down car

reminiscent of the plebian taxis scuttling about European airports and cities. Not the case at all.
Even the safety laundry list includes front and rear side airbags, head protection curtain,
anti-theft alarm, electronic stability program, Tele Aid emergency call system, four-wheel ABS,
BabySmart child seat recognition system All of these features could elevate a mediocre car to
intriguing, but with the Mercedes C, the equipment is more the icing on a delectable cake. The
real tasty stuff here is the solid, refined car beneath the electro-goodies. A new independent
front suspension geometry and a significantly revised five-link rear setup provide good
road-holding manners and tempered feedback appropriate for a sporting sedan. Through the
thick wheel, steering is firmish but elicits swift response. Despite a heavy, solid feel to the car, it
reacts quickly and predictably to input. The small displacement, 2. The valve engine is reserved
off the line, gathering its strength at about rpm. Once at speed, acceleration is brisk enough to
provide swift passes and is certainly more satisfying than its horsepower rating would imply.
Myriad seat adjustments aid the driver in finding comfort behind the wheel. However, the seat
rides an incline as it moves forward and aft, requiring more fiddling than expected. Traditional
Mercedes control-layout simplicity has been treated to more organic shapes, modernizing the
dash appearance over the previous generation. Rear space is typical for the segment: decent
for two passengers provided the front riders are of average stature. Front seatbacks are carved
out, creating extra knee space. We find the rear seat angle rakes back almost too much. Inside
and out, the C embodies the style, prestige, and refinement that is 21st-century Mercedes.
Although the C packs a more stimulating horsepower V-6, the straightline acceleration
compromise permits consumers with more modest budgets to savor the experience of
Mercedes ownership. If you show restraint and don't load up on options, the C is an attractive
value for an impressive car. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Jeff Bartlett writer.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. There is a reason that Mercedes-Benz has a reputation for
being one of the most luxurious and prestigious cars built today. Even the C-class boasts so
many features, you won't believe it's the lowest class they manufacture. I never mind being
stuck in traffic anymore when I'm in my C It just becomes a part of you-- an extension of your
own body! The performance is outstanding, and you won't feel safer in any other car. The C is a
solid ride. Looks good,is safe,but not dependable! I am at the delearship every other month.
Everyone there knows me by name. Where do I begin? Locking problems with the keys, then
locking problems with the cpu. The leather de-laminated from both doors. Front directional not
working, defective SAM card. Most repairs were not under warranty, and averaged dollars per
event. I've never had so many issues from a car than this one. I bought my C used thinking
Mercedes had a good reputation for cars that would last. Found out the hard way, maybe it used
to be like that, but not these days. It was a comfortable car, good build quality, good materials,
but too many problems. Paint chips easily, rear package tray fades, dash display fades out in
the
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summer heat. I got rid of it before something else happened. Car driven all highway miles.
Excellent engine and drive train. Quiet interior, low wind noise. Solid handling and tracking,
supurb braking. Very high frequency of maintenance and expense compared to previously owed
Volvos. Parking brake failed 3x, climate control 2x and never the same as new , teleaid 1x, CD
player 2x, both rear coils cracked 1x, strut bushing replaced 3x, fuel line clogged 1x, keys 1x,
turn signal harness 1x, light harness 1x, oil level sensor 1x, ignition Lock and Steering Lock 1x,
ELT connector 1x. The amount of service necessitated selling the car. It is a huge
dissapointment as the car is a joy to drive. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the C-Class. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all C-Classes
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the C-Class. Sign Up.

